Details of Planned Precautions for 2020 Bellin Women’s events
While the situation surrounding the pandemic continue to be fluid, planned precautions will include:
Participant Limits The number of registrants for the Bellin Women’s events will be capped in order to
allow for safe participation in our events. Limits will be:




Half marathon: 800 registrants
Half marathon two-person relay: 200 teams
5K: 500 registrants

We reserve the right to reduce these caps at any time in order to facilitate a safe event.
Friday Events
 Participants, volunteers and staff will be required to wear a face covering while picking up their
packets
 Temperature screening may be required upon entrance to the KI Convention Center on Friday
 Packet pick-up times will be expanded to reduce the concentration of participants (TBD)
 KI Convention Center staff will be following all recommended precautions in their facility
Women’s inspiration program will be virtual only, with our keynote speaker streaming live.
Saturday Events
 Participants, volunteers and staff will be required to wear a face covering while picking up
packets, congregating pre-race and in start corrals. Plans are underway to include a custom buff
as a participant giveaway to function as a face covering.
 Start corrals will be designed to facilitate adequate physical distancing, with fewer than 50
participants per corral
 Corrals will be sent off at a rate of one per minute, spreading out participants to reduce the
concentration of runners and walkers on each course; corrals will be filled on a first-come, firstserved basis – with the first four corrals being reserved for faster runners and relay participants
to ensure a better flow
 Water stations will be self-serve with water bottles (still capped) that will be set on tables by a
limited number of volunteers who will be wearing masks and instructed in proper hand
sanitizing procedures. There will be no contact between volunteers and walkers or runners
 Finish line food and beverages will be individually packaged and self-serve
 Our awards and post-race party has been cancelled for 2020 and we ask that participants leave
the area after recovering and replenishing
 Spectators will be encouraged to space themselves out on the course, and avoid congregating in
the finish area

